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Introduction

Meander-line antennas (MLA) have been in use for many applications, ranging from Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) to WLAN communication systems [1]-[3]. Typical planar meander-line antennas are designed to electrically lengthen the antenna and thereby allowing a lower frequency of operation [4]. In [4] the author discusses in chapter 7 many different configurations and designs for the design of a MLA. The designs in [4] were primarily at Ultra High Frequencies (UHF) for mobile phone antennas. The researcher in [5] designed and simulated a High Frequency (HF) MLA at 28 MHz. However, for Near-Vertical Incident Skywave (NVIS) propagation, frequencies between 1.8-15 MHz are typically used [6]. The authors in [6] – [7] discuss a good overview on NVIS and its beneficial communication coverage within 300 km.

Researchers from the late 1990s tried to improve NVIS from land-based vehicles by using different techniques then traditional tilted monopole/whip designs. The authors in [6]–[8] did an extensive study on using characteristic mode excitation using a HF loop antenna. In addition, the authors in [6] – [8] studied the reduction in efficiency of NVIS propagation with currently fielded tilted whip antennas on a Land Rover vehicle. The paper in [7] discussed how the optimum position for a titled whip was the configuration in which the antenna was pointed away from the vehicle. Unfortunately, most tactical scenarios would have the antenna tilted toward the front of the vehicle. As the authors in [7] discuss, when the antenna is tilted towards the front of the vehicle, a substantial reduction in efficiency for NVIS propagation occurs. From researched literature, an in-situ antenna design of a MLA incorporated in the roof of a High Mobility Motor Vehicle (HMMV) hasn’t been considered. An in-situ design may have not been considered due inability of antenna designers to get the proper models of vehicles for simulating. For many antenna designers High Frequency Structural Simulator (HFSS) can simulate and provide Z-parameters and gain patterns of incorporated radiators and was used in this study.
MLA Design

In order to compare the performance of a NVIS propagating MLA certain size constraints need to be established. For integration into a HMMV the approximate square area is 4 sq meters on the roof of the vehicle, yielding to a max Length (L) and Width (W) of 2 meters. The design of the antenna was at 7.5 MHz (40 meter wavelength). Using the design graphs in [9] and referencing what performed well in [5]; the antenna with the following parameters was simulated in HFSS and is pictorially shown in figure 1. The ratio of L/ \( \lambda \) = .05 was used in the design equations in [9] and [4].

![MLA Design Diagram](image)

Figure 1. Depiction of a .1 \( \lambda \) (\( \lambda = 40 \) meter) designed Meander line antenna from [4]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length in Meters</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>Lf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.052274</td>
<td>.00178</td>
<td>.11457</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. MLA design dimensions

The total number of turns designed for the MLA at \( \lambda = 40 \) meters was N=36. From the number of turns, and that the W/\( \lambda \) = .04, should yield an input impedance less than 5 ohms. Refer to conventional MLA line in graph 1 from [9].
MLA un-Integrated Simulated Results

The simulated gain pattern of the un-integrated MLA with the dimensions given in table 1 is shown in figure 2 for the frequencies of 3, 7, 11, and 15 MHz (typical NVIS frequencies). The coordinate system in all gain patterns are taken after the standard Phi and Theta conventions used in HFSS. The MLA antenna lies in the x-y plane and was orientated in the direction for NVIS propagation to occur (assuming +z is the direction of ionosphere).

HFSS can calculate the ratio of accepted power versus the radiated power of a simulated antenna after the equation (1),

\[
(1) \quad \text{gain} = 4\pi \frac{U}{P_{\text{acc}}}. 
\]

Where \( U \) = the radiation intensity in watts per steradian around the antenna (x, y, z coordinates) and \( P_{\text{acc}} \) = the accepted power of the antenna. It should be noted that that the simulated gain shown in figure 2 does not take into account input impedance mismatch between the source and the antenna. Figure 2 and the subsequent simulated gain patterns show the ideal radiation conditions for the simulated antenna. The simulated gain pattern in figure 2 shows a typical dipole/omni-directional type pattern and has adequate gain for NVIS propagation (dBi gain > -10 dBi).

Figure 3 is the simulated input impedance of the antenna. From figure 3, the input impedance at the design frequency of 7.5 MHz was .5313 – j221.89 \( \Omega \). The input impedance of the simulated antenna is lower than the predicted impedance shown in graph 1; a difference of at least 4 ohms. The difference in predicted versus simulated impedance could be due to design error or simulator error associated with the designed wave length (40 meters). Refer to figure 4 for the depiction of current distribution of a theoretical MLA (from [4]). Due to the wave length being much larger than S, currents associated with the W dimension may not be canceling properly leading to a difference in the input impedance.

A standard integration design technique for mobile antenna configurations is to incorporate a HF antenna tuner, such as one in the Harris A/N 117 G radio. Even though the input impedance is low, the antenna tuner can match the input and source impedance so that the VSWR is below 3:1. In addition, a simple matching network can be developed to allow near max power transfer at frequencies of interests [10].
Graph 1. Conventional MLA input impedance from [9]

MLA Integrated in a HMMV Simulated Results

Figure 5 is the HFSS simulated MLA (dimensions from table 1) integrated into the roof of a HMMV. The computer model for the HMMV was obtained from Ansys corp. Comparing dimensions in the HFSS HMMV model versus empirical measurements done at SPAWAR LANT, all dimensions are within conceivable for this simulation study. In an effort to reduce coupling between the antenna and vehicle, the roof of the vehicle was removed. Different variants of the HMMV have cloth-based roofs and as a dielectric have permittivity of free space. It was deemed by the researcher that for a best-case scenario less conductor around the antenna would be the best case to simulate.

Refer to figure 6 for the gain patterns comparing the integrated MLA versus the unintegrated MLA. In HFSS an infinite ground plane can be simulated and is needed when evaluating antennas for NVIS propagation\(^1\). From figure 6, the integrated MLA gain pattern (indicated by solid colors) shows that there isn’t any gain above 90 degree Phi because this is where the ground plane lies. Due to image theory [11],

\(^1\) Typically for HF, the ground conductivity level plays a large part in radiation characteristics and is always considered when gain patterns are discussed.
there can be added gain when the radiated waves add in phase. Image theory may explain the added gain from -30 to -90 degrees Phi in the integrated MLA gain pattern. However, for NVIS propagation the main Phi degrees of concern are from -45 to 45 degrees. From figure 6, the gain of the antenna when integrated in the HMMV is noticeably less at the Phi degrees of -45 to 45. Figure 5 also shows the surface current distribution at 7.5 MHz and it indicates that there is significant coupling happening between the antenna and the frame of the vehicle. The coupling between the antenna the vehicle maybe contributing to the attenuation in radiated gain of the antenna.

Refer to figure 7 for the input impedance of the MLA integrated in a HMMV. Figure 7 indicates that HFSS had some computational errors and is showcased at 8.6 and 10.8 MHz where there seems to be a large increase in input impedance. The large increase in input impedance at 8.6 and 10.8 MHz doesn’t correlate to what should be computed; a low impedance below 10 ohms as indicated by the initial un-integrated MLA design is what was more expected. The HFSS input impedance error is attributed to the fidelity of the HMMV model. Some of the planar stitched tetrahedral elements that HFSS uses for computing solutions to Maxwells’ equations could be incorrect, leading to errors in calculation of input impedance.

**Comparison, titled whip to in-situ MLA simulation results**

In order to compare the gain difference in the currently integrated antennas on the HMMV for NVIS propagation to the proposed MLA, a 16ft whip was simulated (integrated into the HMMV). Figure 8 is a screen capture of a simulated, 16 ft, tilted whip antenna. The tilt of the antenna is calculated as 15.5 degrees. Figure 9 is the simulated gain radiation pattern of the tilted whip integrated on a HMMV. Figure 10 is the simulated Z parameters of the tilted whip integrated on a HMMV. From figure 9, there is a clear null in the radiation pattern at the lower frequencies (below 12 MHz) at 0 degrees Phi. This can be attributed to the wave length versus the radiating conductors length (much less than a $\lambda/2$). Due to the nulls situated at 0 degrees Phi, radiation for NVIS propagation isn’t as great because a majority of the radiated energy is propagating as a ground wave. Refer to figure 10, the real component of the input impedance is comparable to the integrated MLA input impedance, but there is less phase reversal in the imaginary component.

As stated earlier the gain patterns were simulated without including the input impedance miss-match for the comparison of gain patterns of the whip antenna versus the MLA. Exact electrical and mechanical information of integrated whip antennas are unknown, or are unable to be provided by the manufacture. However, the surface area for radiation for a 16ft cylinder-type structure is near identical to the fielded antennas; therefore, when HFSS calculates the gain, it is a best case scenario for comparing radiation patterns.
Figure 11 is the gain patterns for both the simulated tilted whip and integrated MLA. In comparing the gain patterns, it is clear that between -15 and 15 degrees Phi the MLA is a better NVIS radiator than the whip antenna. However, at the other Phi degrees of interests for NVIS propagation the whip antenna performs better, especially at frequencies below 7 MHz.

**High Impedance surfaces (HIS)**

As a way to improve the gain and reduce coupling between the vehicle and the antenna, HIS were investigated. An electromagnetic structure having a HIS was introduced in 1999 by Sievenpiper and became known as the “mushroom” [12]. The geometry of the mushroom structure is analogous to a corrugated metal surface in which the corrugations have been folded up into lumped-circuit elements and distributed in a two-dimensional lattice. The height of such a structure is lower than a one-quarter wavelength and the distance between neighboring cells (periodicity) is much less than one wavelength. Being that the periodicity is much less than a wavelength, this has potential to be material that the printed HF antenna could lay on. Instead of the typical $0.25 \lambda$ reduction in distance away from a perfect electric conductor (PEC), a typical Sievenpiper element is $0.055 \lambda$ [13]. Unfortunately, using the design of $\lambda = 40$ meters, the distance away would still be 2.2 meters. A 2.2 meter distance from a reflector e.g. the roof of the HMMV, would be too impractical for integration of a MLA.

**Conclusion**

Simulations of a HF MLA for NVIS propagation were conducted in HFSS. Gain patterns and input impedance were simulated in both un-integrated and integrated scenarios. Further, the integrated MLA in a HMMV was compared with a 16 ft tilted whip antenna. In comparing the integrated versus un-integrated MLA, there is at most a 9.5 reduction in gain (lower NVIS frequency 3 MHz) and at least a 1.5 reduction in gain (higher NVIS frequency 15 MHz) at the Phi NVIS degrees of interests. In comparing the tilted whip antenna gain pattern with integrated MLA, the MLA is a better NVIS radiator than the whip antenna between -15 and 15 degrees Phi. However, at the other Phi degrees of interests for NVIS propagation the whip antenna performs better, especially at frequencies below 7 MHz. Input impedance for the simulated MLA was especially low (below 5 ohms). Due to the impedance being low, there would be definite and distinct attenuation attributed to the matching network or antenna tuner. HIS were researched as a possible way to reduce coupling between the vehicle and the antenna. HIS were found to be unusable due to the distance away from the vehicle, 2.2 meters.
Future Work

Reducing the coupling between the radiating elements of an incorporated antenna into the vehicle would prove the most beneficial in achieving better radiation characteristics along with higher input impedance. In addition, further refinement of in-situ placement of the antenna should be considered in future simulations.
Figure 2. Simulated gain pattern (dBi) of a simulated MLA with dimensions shown in Table 1.
Figure 3: Simulated input impedance of a conventional MLA with dimensions of Table 1.
Figure 4. Current distribution of MLA from [4]

Figure 5. Screen capture from HFSS of an integrated MLA on a HMMV
Figure 6. Simulated gain patterns for the integrated versus un-integrated MLA. Integrated MLA gain pattern is indicated by solid colors.
Figure 7. Simulated input impedance of a conventional integrated MLA into a HMMV.
Figure 8. Screen capture of an integrated 15.5 degree tilted whip on a HMMV; simulated in HFSS.
Figure 9. Simulated gain patterns for the integrated tilted whip antenna. tilt is 15.5 degrees.
Figure 10. Simulated input impedance of a tilted whip antenna integrated on a HMMV.
Figure 11. Simulated gain patterns for the integrated MLA versus tilted whip antenna. Integrated MLA gain pattern is indicated by solid colors.
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